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Across
1. What cannot be learned through hypnopaedia 

because it requires thought?
8. John reads pieces by what writer?
9. What did people suspect that Bernard had too 

much of when he was decanted?
10. Hypnopaedia is also known as __________ 

__________. (2 words)
13. The service meant to squash individuality and 

fuse with the Greater Being
14. Which caste is given the most amount of oxygen 

during the conditioning process?
15. Brave New World is known as this type of novel.
18. Where did the Director leave Linda?
21. Because there is an excess of goods produced, 

people are pushed to be __________.
22. The government is known as the __________ 

__________. (two words)
23. Characters say “For __________ sake.”
24. When John says that God never changes, what 

does Mond say never change?
25. A baby is “__________” when it is removed from 

its bottle.

Down
2. The motto of the new world: “Community, 

__________, Stability”
3. Which word is now considered Obscene?
4. John __________ himself because he feels lust 

towards Lenina.
5. John would rather be reading when he and 

Lenina go to a __________.
6. The topic of Helmholtz’s poetry
7. When John talks to Lenina about __________, 

she does not understand the concept.
10. At the novel’s beginning, who are on a tour of 

the Conditioning Centre?
11. Which caste is given the least amount of oxygen 

in the conditioning process?
12. Who comes to see John after he leaves the new 

world?
16. Delta children are conditioned to dislike books 

and __________.
17. What is Lenina’s job?
19. Where are those who challenge stability and 

order sent to?
20. The Director threatens to send Bernard to 

__________.
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Across
1. What cannot be learned through hypnopaedia because it  

requires thought?
8. John reads pieces by what writer?
9. What did people suspect that Bernard had too much of when 

he was decanted?
10. Hypnopaedia is also known as __________ __________.  

(two words)
13.  The service meant to squash individuality and fuse with the 

Greater Being
14. Which caste is given the most amount of oxygen during the 

conditioning process?
15. Brave New World is known as this type of novel.
18. Where did the Director leave Linda?
21.  Because there is an excess of goods produced, people are 

pushed to be __________.
22. The government is known as the __________ __________. 

(two words)
23. Characters say “For __________ sake.”
24. When John says that God never changes, Mond says ________ 

never change.  
25. A baby is “__________” when it is removed from its bottle.
27. Which state did the Director go to on a past summer holiday? 

(two words)
28. Where does John choose to live after he is sent away?
29. Who says: “You can’t make flivvers without steel–and you can’t 

make tragedies without social instability”?

Down
2. The motto of the new world: “Community, __________, 

Stability”
3. Which word is now considered Obscene?
4. John __________ himself because he feels lust towards  

Lenina.
5. John would rather be reading when he and Lenina go to a 

__________.
6. The topic of Helmholtz’s poetry
7. When John talks to Lenina about __________, she does not 

understand the concept.
10. At the novel’s beginning, __________ are on a tour of the 

Conditioning Centre.
11. Which caste is given the least amount of oxygen in the con-

ditioning process?
12. Who comes to see John after he leaves the new world?
16. Delta children are conditioned to dislike books and 

__________.
17. What is Lenina’s job?
19. Where are those who challenge stability and order sent to?
20. The Director threatens to send Bernard to __________.
26. What does John think is turning people into mindless slaves?
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Across
1. What cannot be learned through hypnopaedia 

because it requires thought? [SCIENCE] 
8. John reads pieces by what writer? 

[SHAKESPEARE] 
9. What did people suspect that Bernard had too 

much of when he was decanted? [ALCOHOL] 
10. Hypnopaedia is also known as __________ 

__________. (2 words) [SLEEPTEACHING] 
13. The service meant to squash individuality and 

fuse with the Greater Being [SOLIDARITY] 
14. Which caste is given the most amount of oxygen 

during the conditioning process? [ALPHAS] 
15. Brave New World is known as this type of novel. 

[DYSTOPIAN] 
18. Where did the Director leave Linda? 

[RESERVATION] 
21. Because there is an excess of goods produced, 

people are pushed to be __________. 
[CONSUMERS] 

22. The government is known as the __________ 
__________. (two words) [WORLDSTATE] 

23. Characters say “For __________ 
sake.” [FORDS] 

Down
2. The motto of the new world: “Community, 

__________, Stability” [IDENTITY] 
3. Which word is now considered Obscene? 

[MOTHER] 
4. John __________ himself because he feels lust 

towards Lenina. [WHIPS] 
5. John would rather be reading when he and 

Lenina go to a __________. [FEELY] 
6. The topic of Helmholtz’s poetry [SOLITUDE] 
7. When John talks to Lenina about __________, 

she does not understand the concept. 
[MARRIAGE] 

10. At the novel’s beginning, who are on a tour of 
the Conditioning Centre? [STUDENTS] 

11. Which caste is given the least amount of oxygen 
in the conditioning process? [EPSILONS] 

12. Who comes to see John after he leaves the new 
world? [REPORTER] 

16. Delta children are conditioned to dislike books 
and __________. [NATURE] 

17. What is Lenina’s job? [NURSE] 
19. Where are those who challenge stability and 

order sent to? [ISLANDS] Get Free Classroom Resources
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Across

1. What cannot be learned through 
hypnopaedia because it requires 
thought? [SCIENCE]

8. John reads pieces by what  
writer? [SHAKESPEARE]

9. What did people suspect that 
Bernard had too much of when 
he was decanted? [ALCOHOL]

10. Hypnopaedia is also known as 
__________ __________. (two 
words) [SLEEPTEACHING]

13. The service meant to squash 
individuality and fuse with the 
Greater Being [SOLIDARITY]

14. Which caste is given the most 
amount of oxygen during the 
conditioning process? [ALPHAS]

15. Brave New World is known as 
this type of novel. [DYSTOPIAN]

18. Where did the Director leave 
Linda? [RESERVATION]

21. Because there is an excess of 
goods produced, people are 
pushed to be __________. 
[CONSUMERS]

22. The government is known as the 
__________ __________.  
(two words) [WORLDSTATE]

23. Characters say “For __________ 
sake.” [FORDS]

24. When John says that God never 
changes, Mond says __________ 
never change. [MEN]

25. A baby is “__________” when 
it is removed from its bottle. 
[DECANTED]

27. Which state did the Director go 
to on a past summer holiday? 
(two words) [NEWMEXICO]

28. Where does John choose to live 
after he is sent away?  
[LIGHTHOUSE]

29. Who says: “You can’t make 
flivvers without steel—and you 
can’t make tragedies without 
social instability”? [MOND] 

Down
2. The motto of the new world: 

“Community, __________, 
Stability” [IDENTITY]

3. Which word is now considered 
Obscene? [MOTHER]

4. John __________ himself 
because he feels lust towards 
Lenina. [WHIPS]

5.  John would rather be reading 
when he and Lenina go to a 
__________. [FEELY]

6. The topic of Helmholtz’s poetry 
[SOLITUDE]

7. When John talks to Lenina 
about __________, she does 
not understand the concept.
[MARRIAGE]

10. At the novel’s beginning, 
__________ are on a tour of the 
Conditioning Centre.  
[STUDENTS]
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 11. Which caste is given the least 
amount of oxygen in the condi-
tioning process? [EPSILONS]

12. Who comes to see John after he 
leaves the newworld?  
[REPORTER]

16. Delta children are conditioned to 
dislike books and __________. 
[NATURE]

17. What is Lenina’s job? [NURSE]

19. Where are those who challenge 
stability and order sent to? 
[ISLANDS]

20. The Director threatens to send 
Bernard to __________.  
[ICELAND]

26. What does John think is turning 
people into mindless slaves? 
[SOMA]


